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The gp33 octapeptide 
116
We carried out a 100 ns MD simulation on the H-2K b -gp33 complex. We first exposed to the solvent. By contrast, the remaining residues (p4Y to p9M) of the 180 peptide superpose well in these two representative structures ( Figure 3C ).
181
Next, we attempt to examine the underlying mechanisms that lead to peptide between the peptide N-terminal residues and their interacting residues in H2-K b HC.
203
For the peptide residues we used their CA atoms, but unlike the peptide N-terminal 
236
A drawback of cMD simulation is that the system may be trapped in a otherwise, if it moves to the α2 helix side, the distance is negative ( Figure 6C ). The 
Discussion
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In the present study, we report an unusual peptide conformational transition we 
315
The peptide terminus detaching phenomenon was not first described in the 
324
Since the pMHCIs we studied are immunodoninant, the peptide terminus data, the peptide terminus detached conformation can be dominant ( Figure 3B ) and 331 form low energy region in the simulation trajectories (Fig 6E) 
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600
Herein we used the dual aMD implemented in NAMD in which two independent 601 25 boost potentials were applied: one to the dihedral potential and the other is applied to 
